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SA 200 4 81

Identify the incorrect one:

SA 200 deals with overall objectives of the auditor hence -

a)Objectives of other specific SA's will be irrespective of the overall objectives 

as specified by SA 200

b) Objectives of other specific SA's will be in context of SA 200

c) Both of the above

d) None of the above

a)Objectives of other specific SA's will be irrespective of the 

overall objectives as specified by SA 200 

SA 200 4 89

Inherent limitation due to  Nature of Financial Reporting does not include:

a)Judgement  by management.

b)Subjective decisions or assessments

c)Auditor not having investigation powers

d)Range of Interpretations

c)Auditor not having investigation powers.

SA 200 4 90

Inherent limitation due to  nature of audit procedures does not include:

a)Judgement  by management

b)Sophisticatedly designed frauds

c)Incomplete information provided by the management whether intentionally 

or unintentionally

d)No powers of investigation with the auditor

a)Judgement  by management

SA 200 4 91

Inherent limitation due to  Time & Cost constraints does not include:

a)Expectations of Users to get information in time

b)Sophisticatedly Designed Frauds are difficult to detect

c)limited audit fees of assignment

d)none of the above

b)Sophisticatedly Designed Frauds are difficult to detect

SA 210 5 119

Identify the incorrect one:

Financial reporting framework is  prescribed by law, but is  unacceptable to the 

auditor,in this case auditor shall accept the assignment only if:

a)Additional disclosure is given by management in financial statement.

b)Management agrees that auditor will mention the fact in emphasis of matter 

para and will  not  use  word fair in opinion.

c) Warn the management in engagement letter that audit report will be 

modified,if financial statements are misleading . 

d) Reference of SA's in such audit report will not be given by the auditor.

d) Reference of SA's in such audit report will not be given by 

the auditor.

SA 220 6 139

Senior manager of the firm is a whole and sole incharge of 15 year old 

streamlined audit assingment   .Is this approach correct? 

a) Yes ,policy of the firm to appoint senior manager is correct.

b) No ,  engagement partner should be appointed.

c) Yes ,policy of the  firm to appoint senior manager is correct as he has proper 

experience to handle such assingmnet

d).No , even though the senior manager is an experienced , engagement 

partner should be there

d).No , even though the senior manager is an experienced 

,engagement partner should be there

SA 220 6 142

In an engagement quality control review what does the reviewer writes in the 

end?

a)Financial statements give true and fair view

b)Audit records give true and fair view

c)Work was done properly

d)He did not come across any instance that shows any issue was not resolved

d)He did not come across any instance that shows any issue 

was not resolved

SA 230 7 157

Identify the incorrect one:

Audit documentation serves a number of additional purposes, including the 

following:

a)Enabling the engagement team to be accountable for its work but cannot be 

used a evidence against charges of negligence

b)Retaining a record of matters of continuing significance to future audits

c)Enabling the conduct of quality control reviews

d)Enabling the conduct of Inspection.

a)Enabling the engagement team to be accountable for its 

work (but cannot be used a evidence against charges of 

negligence)

SA 240 8 184

Omission,manipulation,misapplication are used in -

a)fraudulent financial reporting.

b)misappropriation of assets

c)misappropriation in financial reporting

d)none of the above

a)Fraudulent financial reporting

SA 240 8 185

Their had been a  rise in equity share capital but company  did not disclose that 

such  increase is through issue of bonus shares.Identify to what the above 

transaction relates to the most?

a)Omission(Left out)

b)Manipulation(Falsify)

c)Misapplication(Judgement)

d)None of the above

a)Omission

SA 240 8 186

MBA fees paid for children of directors was shown as employee development 

expenses.Identify to what the above transaction relates to the most?

a)Omission(Left out)

b)Manipulation(Falsify)

c)Misapplication(Judgement)

d)None of the above

b)Manipulation
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SA 240 8 187

Suddenly increasing useful life to reduce depreciation and increase profits, 

increasing % completion of WIP to increase profits .Identify to what the above 

transaction relates to the most?

a)Omission(Left out)

b)Manipulation(Falsify)

c)Misapplication(Judgement)

d)None of the above

c)Misapplication

SA 240 8 192

Incentive ,pressure ,opportunity,attitude are the _______  factors.

a)Fraud Risk.

b)Error Risk.

c)Risk.

d)Material .

a)Fraud Risk

SA 250 9 208

Select the incorrect one:

As per SA 250-

a)Non compliance related to financial aspects of an entity  affecting  the 

financial statements ,will be easy to detect by the auditor.

b)Non compliance related to operational  aspects of an entity  affecting  the 

financial statements ,will be easy to detect by the auditor.

b)Non compliance related to operational  aspects of an 

entity  affecting  the financial statements ,will be easy to 

detect by the auditor.

SA 265 11 233

 Written communication made by the auditor of significant deficiencies in 

internal control system is also known as :

a) Letter of Fragility.

b) Letter of Weakness.

c) Letter of Shortcomings.

d)Letter of incapacity.

b) Letter of Weakness

SA 299 12 249

Division of audit areas that are too important and critical to the entity may be 

on the basis of :

a) Business units.

b) Specified areas.

c) Assets or liabilities ,income or expenses or other components of financial 

statement.

d)It will not be divided and covered by all

d)It will not be divided and covered by all

SA 299 12 253

Joint Auditors shall not be seperately and individually responsible for :

a)Assessment of risk relating to the areas of work

allocated .

b)Evaluation of internal control relating to the areas of

work allocated

c)Nature,timing and extend of the audit procedures for work allocated to said 

joint auditor.

d)Presentation and disclosure requirement of financial statement.

d)Presentation and disclosure requirement of financial 

statement.

SA 300 

+Planning
13 270

Who shall not be involved in discussing the nature and timing of 

detailed audit procedures.

a)The engagement partner 

b) other key members of  engagement team 

c)Audit Staff

d)Key management personnal of the entity

d)Key management personnal of the entity

SA 300 

+Planning
13 281

With the proper overall audit _____________quantity of resources can be 

effectively allocated.

a) strategy

b) book

c) masters

d) blue print

a) strategy

SA 315 14 319

Risk of material misstatement  at financial statement level does depends on:

a)Complexity of transaction

b)Integrity of management.

c)Nature of Entity business.

d)Unsual pressure on management.

a)Complexity of transaction

SA 315 14 320

Risk of material misstatement  At transaction and account balance  level will 

not depend on:

a)Judgement in valuation

b)Complexity of Transaction

c)Nature of Entity business

d)Unusual Transaction.

c)Nature of Entity business

SA 315 14 323

Risk at financial statement level means that misstatement :

a) may exist pervasively in financial statement as a whole and may affect many 

assertions.

b) may exist for particular class of transaction ,account balance level or at 

disclosure level.

c)  may not  exist pervasively in financial statement as a whole and may affect 

many assertions.

d) may exist for group of transaction ,account balance level or at disclosure 

level.

a) may exist pervasively in financial statement as a whole 

and may affect many assertions

SA 320 15 346

Identify the incorrect one:

a) SA 320 permits revision of materiality .

b) SA 320 does not permits revision of materiality .

c)As per SA 320 materiality initially decided can be revised

d)None of the above

b) SA 320 does not permits revision of materiality 



SA 500 19 395

Factors affecting sufficiency and appropriatenes includes risk of material 

misstatement.We can say that there does not exists ________relationship 

between factors affecting sufficiency and appropriatenes and  risk of material 

misstatement

a) direct 

b) inverse

c)  straight

d) immediate

b) inverse

SA 500 19 406

Choose the correct one 

Physical Verification of Machine-

a) Audit evidence is persuasive.

b) Audit evidence is conclusive.

c)  Audit evidence is sub standard.

d)  Audit evidence is not adequate.

b) Audit evidence is conclusive.

SA 500 19 413

Identify the incorrect one:

a) If internal controls are  strong, internal  evidence is more reliable .

b)Even though If internal controls are  strong, internal  evidence is less reliable.

c)If internal controls are weak, external  evidence is more reliable than internal  

evidence.

d)None of the above

b)Even though If internal controls are  strong, internal  

evidence is less reliable.

SA 510 21 435

Identify the incorrect one :

Factors affecting nature and extent of audit procedures regarding opening 

balance?

a) Significance of the opening balances

b) Changes in accounting policies

c) Nature of the account balances, classes of transactions

d) Qualification of the auditor

d) Qualification of the auditor

SA 530 23 471

This method involves the selection of a fixed number of consecutive items.

a) Random Sampling

b)Cluster Sampling

c)Block Sampling 

d)Interval Sampling

c)Block Sampling 

SA 560 26 495

 AS 10 covers :

a)Events occurring between the date of the financial statements and the date 

of approval of accounts by the board .

b)Facts which become Known to the auditor after the date of the auditor’s 

report but Before the date the financial statements are Issued

c)Facts which become Known to the auditor after the financial statements have 

been Issued

d)All of the above

a)Events occurring between the date of the financial 

statements and the date of approval of accounts by the 

board .

SA 610 29 532

Statutory auditor can use the work of the internal auditor which is :

a) Complex in nature

b) Requires significant judgements 

c)  Risk of material misstatement is high.

d) None of the above

d) None of the above

SA 610 29 533

Statutory auditor can use direct assistance from internal auditor with respect 

to work  which is :

a) Complex in nature

b) Requires significant judgements 

c)  Risk of material misstatement is high.

d) None of the above

d) None of the above

SA 620 30 546

The auditor shall determine whether to use the work of an auditor’s expert. 

Considerations when deciding whether to use an auditor’s expert may 

include,the nature and

significance of the matter.Which from the following can be considered most 

significant if the auditor is thinking of appointing a auditor's expert for 

obtaining evidence with respect to oil well?

a)Valuation of Oil well is 8000 crore and total asset valuation is 10000 crore

b) Oil well is fully written off last year

c) Oil well is sold last year

d)Oil well in planned in next 5 year

a)Valuation of Oil well is 8000 and total asset valuation is 

10000

SA 700 31 563

Which from the following is a formal Statement  including opinion made after 

enquiry of matter specified ?

a)Audit Report

b)Certificate

c)Review Report

d)None of the above.

a)Audit Report

SA 700 31 571

If audit is conducted as per International Standard of Auditing and as per 

Auditing standard issued by ICAI,whether single audit report can be issued ?

a)Yes ,Both audit report can be referred by the auditor ,if all element of audit 

report are covered and opinion is same

b)Yes,but only Auditing standards shall be referred by the auditor 

c) Only International Standard of Auditing shall be referred by the auditor

d)None of the above

a)Yes ,Both audit report should be referred by the auditor ,if 

all element of audit report are covered and opinion is same



SA 705 32 579

Identify as to which of the following option will be appropriate to the  

respective statement taking into consideration the concept of pervasiveness.

"Not disclosing the facts which can have material impact on user 

understanding of financial statement."

Eg: Material Uncertainty over Going Concern

 

a)Not confined to specific element.

b)If confined  represent a substaintive portion in financial statement.

c)Disclosure which are fundamental to user understanding.

d)None of the above

c)Disclosure which are fundamental to user understanding

SA 706 33 600

When auditor expects to include emphasis of matter para or other matter para 

in the audit report the auditor shall communicate to those charged with 

governance,the fact and the expected wordings of this para.

a)True

b)False

a)True

SA 710 34 607

Identify the approach:

Current year and previous year both are referred in intro para and opinion 

para..

a)Corresponding Figure Approach.

b) Comparitive financial statements Approach.

c) Complementary Figure Approach.

d) Restricted financial statements Approach

b) Comparitive financial statements Approach

SA 710 34 608

Identify the approach :

Current year only is  referred in intro para and opinion para..

a) Corresponding Figure Approach.

b) Comparitive financial statements Approach.

c) Complementary Figure Approach.

d) Restricted financial statements Approach

a)Corresponding Figure Approach

Dividend 51 944

Identify the correct one:

a) Dividend can  be  declared out of  current year profit and previous year profit.

b) Dividend can  be declared out of previous year profit transferred to free 

reserve or balance in P & l .

c)  Dividend can be  declared out of realised gains only.

d) All  of the above

d) All  of the above

Dividend 51 955

Identify the correct one:

a)Interim or final dividend once proposed cannot be revoked in any 

circumstances.

b)final dividend once proposed can be revoked before declaration .

c)Interim once declared cannot be proposed but final dividend can be revoked.

d)Interim or final dividend once proposed cannot be revoked except in 

exceptional circumstances.

b)  final dividend once proposed can be revoked before 

declaration 

Income Tax 58 1199

"ABC is a partnership firm and has incurred capital expenditure and has 

debited it to p& l .Whether the tax auditor is required to report the same in 

Form No. 3CD, identify the relevant clause of Form No. 3CD under which the 

tax auditor is required to report? a)Yes,under Clause 19 of Form 3CD 

b)Yes,under Clause 20 of Form 3CD c)Yes,under Clause 18 of Form 3CD 

d)Yes,under Clause 21 of Form 3CD"

 d)Yes,under Clause 21 of Form 3CD"

Audit of Banks 55 1068

Banks are required to cover __ per cent of total advances under concurrent 

audit. 

a 50

b 100

c 75

d 25

a




